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Penguin        Readers

4ARTEMIS FOWL

Reader’s own answer.

1  e    2  c    3  d    4  b    5  a

1  Artemis Fowl 2  Butler 3  Juliet 
4  Holly Short 5  Commander Root 6  Foaly

1  Foaly 2  Artemis Fowl 3  Holly Short 
4  Butler 5  Julia 6  Commander Root

Model answers:

1a

1b

1c

2a

2b

3

Who are they? What is happening? Why is it important?

Artemis, Butler 
and Holly

Butler is shooting Holly 
with a dart to catch her.

Because it allows Artemis  
to get gold from the fairies.

Commander 
Root

He is escaping a  
bomb on the ship  
he was following.

Because Artemis has  
escaped with Holly.

Captain Kelp 
and his LEP 

Retrieval 
Squad

They are trying to  
save Holly from  

Fowl Manor.

It is when they understand  
that Artemis Fowl is one  

step ahead of  them.

Mulch the 
dwarf

He is looking in the  
safe at Fowl Manor.

He is trying to save Holly when 
he finds the Book, which tells 

Fowl so much about the fairies.

Holly and Juliet
Juliet takes off  her 
sunglasses to look  

at Holly.

This is a mistake because Holly 
can now use the mesmer on her.

Fairy world Both worlds Human world

Gnommish
underground

magic

women
criminals
weapons

English
above ground

technology
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1  Ritual 2  shields 3  mesmer
4  tunnels 5  Trolls 6  golden balls

• When your magic is low, you must pick an acorn from the tree and push it into some earth. 
• You must do this when the moon is full.
• You can’t go into a human house if  nobody has invited you in. 
• If  you do go in, you’ll be sick and you’ll lose your magic. 
• If  you are in a human house, you must do what the human says.
• If  I want to leave, you must ask humans.

Model answers:
1  wings 2  shield 3  mesmer
4  gun 5  watch with a signal 6  helmet with a camera

Reader’s own answer.

4a

4b

5

6


